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Abstract
We report a comprehensive study of the growth dynamics in highly periodic, composition
tunable InAsSb nanowire (NW) arrays using catalyst-free selective area molecular beam epitaxy.
Employing periodically patterned SiO2-masks on Si (111) with various mask opening sizes
(20–150 nm) and pitches (0.25–2 μm), high NW yield of>90% (irrespective of the InAsSb alloy
composition) is realized by the creation of an As-terminated 1×1-Si(111) surface prior to NW
nucleation. While the NW aspect ratio decreases continually with increasing Sb content (xSb
from 0% to 30%), we find a remarkable dependence of the aspect ratio on the mask opening size
yielding up to ∼8-fold increase for openings decreasing from 150 to 20 nm. The effects of the
interwire separation (pitch) on the NW aspect ratio are strongest for pure InAs NWs and
gradually vanish for increasing Sb content, suggesting that growth of InAsSb NW arrays is
governed by an In surface diffusion limited regime even for the smallest investigated pitches.
Compositional analysis using high-resolution x-ray diffraction reveals a substantial impact of the
pitch on the alloy composition in homogeneous InAsSb NW arrays, leading to much larger xSb
as the pitch increases due to decreasing competition for Sb adatoms. Scanning transmission
electron microscopy and associated energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy performed on the
cross-sections of individual NWs reveal an interesting growth-axis dependent core–shell like
structure with a discontinuous few-nm thick Sb-deficient coaxial boundary layer and six Sb-
deficient corner bands. Further analysis evidences the presence of a nanoscale facet at the
truncation of the (111)B growth front and {1-10} sidewall surfaces that is found responsible for
the formation of the characteristic core–shell structure.

Keywords: InAsSb nanowires, site-selective growth, structural properties, alloy composition
properties, molecular beam epitaxy

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Antimony (Sb) containing InAs nanowires (NW) with tunable
alloy composition have emerged as versatile one-dimensional
(1D) semiconductors with attractive properties for a wide
range of applications. The InAsSb alloys are known to have
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very small electron effective mass, high carrier mobility, large
g-factors, and significant spin–orbit coupling that is even
stronger than in their binary compounds (InAs or InSb) [1, 2].
This makes ternary InAsSb NWs a very promising material
in, for instance, hybrid semiconductor–superconductor devi-
ces for topological quantum information applications [3].
They are also considered important for nanothermoelectrics,
due to the possibility for quantized 1D-subband transport
[4, 5] along with the highest estimated thermopower and
lowest thermal conductivity amongst all III–V semi-
conductors [6]. Furthermore, the InAsSb alloy system offers a
widely tunable band gap throughout most of the mid-infrared
(MIR) spectral range (∼2–8 μm) and even the long-wave-
length infrared (LWIR) band (∼8–12 μm). In fact, InAsSb
with an Sb molar fraction of xsb∼0.65 has the narrowest
room-temperature band gap of Eg∼100 meV of all III–V
semiconductors which corresponds to a wavelength of 12 μm.
These features combined with the enhanced light absorption
in NWs [7] and the feasibility to monolithically integrate
InAsSb NWs with long carrier lifetime on a CMOS-compa-
tible Si platform [8–10] enables advanced forms of MIR-to-
LWIR photodetectors for gas sensing [9–11]. Likewise, MIR
light sources with operation at room-temperature have also
been realized using InAs/InAsSb based NW hetero-
structures [12].

The vast amount of potential applications clearly moti-
vates efforts to accurately control growth and obtain corre-
lated understanding of physical properties in the InAsSb NW
materials system. So far, significant research was aimed at
tuning the alloy composition of InAsSb NWs using different
growth methods, including metal organic chemical vapor
deposition (MOCVD) [8–11, 13–15], molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) [16–19], as well as chemical beam epitaxy [20]. Most
studies recognized that the addition of Sb to InAs NWs favors
the formation of a zincblende (ZB) phase [13–17] while
leading to increased/reduced NW diameter/length, irrespec-
tive of the growth method and growth mode [12–14, 16–20].
Nearly phase-pure ZB type InAsSb NWs are found to yield
substantially increased charge carrier mobilities, as opposed
to e.g. InAs NWs which commonly exhibit intermixed
polytypic wurtzite (WZ)-ZB phases with large stacking defect
densities [16, 17]. Characteristic differences in the crystal-
phase dependent band gap properties [8, 18], along with
significant band bowing for intermediate to large Sb contents
were also identified [8]. Several efforts were made to develop
an understanding for the observed transitions in crystal phase
and the distinct reductions in NW aspect ratio with increasing
Sb-content. Whereas the stabilization of the ZB phase in
InAsSb NWs has been mainly attributed to the low ionicity of
the atomic bonds as well as growth kinetics [16, 21, 22], the
increased radial growth upon increased Sb supply suggests
the presence of an Sb surfactant effect [19, 23–25]. Hereby,
Sb reduces not only the surface diffusion of In adatoms but
also enhances nucleation and step-flow growth on the NW
sidewall surfaces [20], both effects leading to enhanced lateral
growth. The inhibited surface diffusion is also often seen by
the undesired formation of parasitic clusters in the vicinity of
as-grown InAsSb NWs [16, 19]. To influence the surface

diffusion mediated effects and control NW aspect ratio and
alloy composition, efforts were directed mainly at tuning
V/III ratio and growth temperature [8, 13, 16, 17, 20, 25].

Site-selective, i.e. position-controlled growth of periodic
NW arrays with tuneable geometrical parameters is another
powerful means to accurately control surface diffusion and
growth dynamics. High-periodicity array growth is particu-
larly advantageous in such multi-component NWs, since any
undesired deviations in interwire separation (as typical for
growth on unpatterned substrates) may lead to substantial
dispersion in NW size and composition as previously found in
e.g. InGaAs NWs [26, 27]. So far, there are only few
examples of selective area epitaxy (SAE) of InAsSb NW
arrays, where the effects of array geometry were explored
using growth on prepatterned SiO2/Si (111) substrates: in [8],
Farrell et al investigated MOCVD-grown InAsSb NW arrays
for moderate NW spacing (pitch) of ∼600–900 nm under
relatively large SiO2 mask openings (diameters >100 nm).
Excellent high-yield/high-uniformity NW arrays were pro-
duced with Sb contents up to ∼15%, while increases in mask
opening size lead to a transformation from NWs to ‘pancake’-
like structures [8]. Interestingly, in that report the NW aspect
ratio dependency on the Sb supply exhibits an opposite
behavior to the majority of studies [12–14, 16–20]. Periodic
arrays of very thick (∼0.5 μm wide) InAsSb NWs were also
grown by catalyst-free selective-area MBE using a core–shell
approach to enable diameter-dependent absorption resonances
in the mid-IR tuned by the NW spacing in the array [28].
Hereby, the evolution of NW diameter was explored upon
shell growth, leaving the array geometry dependent Sb
incorporation dynamics of directly bottom-up grown InAsSb
NWs unresolved. Moreover, MBE-grown catalyst-free
InAsSb NW arrays reported to date further suffer from poor
NW growth yield, where strategies such as the pre-nucleation
of an InAs stem [10, 12, 28–30] were found to be necessary to
increase yield.

In the following, we provide a comprehensive invest-
igation of the growth kinetics and Sb incorporation dynamics
of highly periodic, catalyst-free InAsSb NW arrays grown by
MBE in dependence of a wide set of array geometry para-
meters and growth conditions. The prime goal is to illustrate
the interrelated dynamics between mask opening size, inter-
wire separation, Sb supply and corresponding surface diffu-
sion to map out optimized growth regimes for realizing high-
aspect ratio InAsSb NWs with enhanced Sb incorporation.
Our study also addresses the issues of vertical NW growth
yield, with substantial improvements being realized upon
modifications of the Si (111) surface reconstruction prior to
NW growth. The growth dynamic dependent morphological
data is further correlated with extensive structural and com-
positional analysis using complementary high-resolution
x-ray diffraction (HRXRD), high-resolution (HR-) and scan-
ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and asso-
ciated energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDXS). These
allow us to further map out a specific radial compositional
structure that is decomposed into an unintentional core-
interlayer-shell heterostructure—a general feature which is
characteristic of SAE-type growth from mask openings.
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2. Experimental details

All growth experiments were performed in a solid-source
Gen-II MBE system equipped with conventional effusion
cells for group-III elements (In, Ga, Al) and Veeco valved
cracker cells for supply of group-V elements arsenic (As) and
antimony (Sb). While the supply of As was provided as
uncracked As4, the corrosive valved cracker cell for Sb was
operated under conditions that create cracked Sb2 molecules.
For SAE commercially available single-side polished 2 inch
p-type Si (111) wafers were used which feature a 20 nm thick
thermally grown SiO2 mask layer on the surface. Each sub-
strate was prepatterned by electron beam lithography (EBL)
and subsequent reactive ion etching to produce periodic mask
patterns arranged in hexagonal lattices with nominal circular
opening diameters of d0,nom=10–140 nm and pitches of
p=0.25–2 μm (see figure 1(a)). The real opening diameters
d0 were also measured by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and atomic force microscopy and found to be ∼10 nm
larger than the nominal values on average. The patterns were
altogether arranged in 13×5 matrices in the very center of

individual wafers, whereby each field (consisting of 400 holes
each) is described by a given combination of mask opening
diameter and pitch. On certain substrates we also included
larger field sizes of 2×2 mm2 with a fixed opening diameter
of d0=50 nm and three distinct pitches of 0.25, 0.5 and
1 μm, in order to enable HRXRD measurements for deter-
mination of alloy composition. Prior to growth the as-patterned
substrates were briefly immersed in buffered oxide etchant
(BOE: 98:2 NH4F(40%):HF(50%)). This step removes any
residual SiO2 inside the mask openings and guarantees a
H-terminated Si (111) surface that inhibits reoxidation during
substrate loading and allows SAE of III–V NWs on Si [31].

Producing high-quality selective area growth of InAsSb
NWs with very high vertical growth yield and without the use
of InAs stems is a major challenge when grown in a catalyst-
free vapor–solid (VS) growth mode on Si by MBE We have
therefore developed an elaborate in situ thermal treatment of
the H-terminated Si (111) substrate surface prior to the
nucleation and growth of InAsSb NWs, in analogy to our very
recent work on SAE of VS-type GaAs NWs [32]. As illu-
strated in the process flow diagram of figure 1(c), we per-
formed a temperature ramp of the as-loaded substrate to
870 °C and subsequent annealing for ∼15 min that induces H
desorption and transforms an intermediate 7×7 recon-
structed Si (111) surface to a clean 1×1 reconstructed sur-
face at the very high temperature [33]. We then supplied a
high As-flux as used for the consecutive growth (beam
equivalent pressure BEP>10−6 mbar), which stabilizes an
As-terminated 1×1 Si (111) surface phase while cooling the
substrate to the desired growth temperature (e.g. 480 °C). The
As-terminated 1×1-Si (111) surface ensures proper epitaxial
relation of the nucleating [111]B-oriented III–V NWs with
the underlying substrate. Finally, growth of catalyst-free
InAsSb NWs was induced by simultaneously opening the In
and Sb shutters, and growth was performed for 60 min if not
otherwise noted. After growth was terminated, the substrate
was cooled down to ambient temperatures under excess As. A
typical example of an as-grown InAsSb NW array is shown in
figure 1(b), illustrating the excellent selectivity and growth
yield of close to 100%. All NWs are perfectly aligned with no
in-plane misorientation, i.e. the sidewall facets of the NWs are
well aligned with respect to the {1-10} wafer flat of the
underlying Si (111) substrate wafer, confirming that they are
associated with the {1-10} family of planes while the corner
facets point towards the 〈11-2〉 orientations. In addition, the
top facet along the [111]B NW growth orientation is very flat
and characteristic of Sb-containing InAs NWs.

Several different growth series were performed: (i) in a
first series, we varied the Sb supply under fixed growth
time (1 h) and temperature of 480 °C, a constant In flux
(0.23 Å s−1 as calibrated by reflection high energy electron
diffraction [34]), and a fixed As4 flux (BEP=3×10−6 mbar).
Based on calibrated data of equivalent planar growth rates this
corresponds to a V/III ratio of ∼7. Note that under these
conditions the growth of InAs-based NWs proceeds in a
complete catalyst-free manner throughout the entire growth, as
confirmed in detailed studies before [34]. The Sb2 flux was
varied depending on the desired fractional flux (FFSb) relative

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the employed Si (111) wafer
as growth substrate with its wafer flat parallel to the {1-10} plane.
The growth fields patterned into the SiO2 mask layer in the center of
the wafer consist of periodic, hexagonally arranged mask openings
with diameter d0 and pitch p (features are not to scale). (b) SEM
image (45° tilted view) of a typical high-yield InAsSb NW array
(obtained on array with d0=130 nm, pitch p=0.25 μm) from
growth series (i) at a FFSb=2%. The wafer flat orientation is
indicated by the white dashed line. All NWs are well oriented with
respect to the wafer flat, indicating that the side facets are {1-10}
planes while the edges of the hexagonally shaped NWs point
towards the 〈11-2〉 directions. (c) Process flow of the employed
in situ pretreatment and successive growth steps during the MBE
growth of catalyst-free InAsSb NWs.
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to the As-flux (FFSb=ΦSb2/ΦAs4). Here, we investigated
fractional fluxes between 1% and 10%, which corresponds to a
range of Sb2-BEP between 0.3 × 10−7 and 7.2×10−7 mbar.
We assume the relatively small fractional Sb flux has almost no
effect on the total V/III ratio. (ii) In a second series, we
explored the effects of growth conditions (temperature and V/
III ratio). A particular set of experiments is conducted where
the V/III ratio is varied (∼7–14) and the growth temperature
tuned between 480 °C and 540 °C under fixed FFSb=6% at a
growth time of 1 h. The correlated data obtained from the
two growth series was further used to realize optimized
InAsSb NWs with high aspect-ratio with sufficiently large
Sb incorporation.

All as-grown InAsSb NW samples were investigated by
SEM to determine growth selectivity and yield, as well as
NW morphology and aspect ratio (length/diameter). In
addition, double-crystal HRXRD in a Philips X’Pert Pro
MRD diffractometer was employed to determine the alloy
composition (Sb-content) of the NW arrays via 2theta–omega
(2θ–ω) scans. Further compositional and structural analysis
was acquired by high-resolution (HR-) and STEM, as well as
associated high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) Z-contrast
imaging and EDXS, using a FEI Titan Themis TEM operating
at 300 kV. Hereby, cross-sectional STEM analysis of the
radial compositional structure was performed on ∼100 nm
thin lamellas prepared from the respective NW samples using
focused ion beam (FIB).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Role of Sb-flux on Sb incorporation and nanowire
morphology

In a first set of experiments, we illustrate the dependencies of
different Sb fractional fluxes (FFSb) on the NW morphology,
aspect ratio, and effective Sb incorporation probed by SEM
and HRXRD. Figures 2(a)–(f) show corresponding SEM
images of InAsSb NWs grown with FFSb ranging from 0% to
10% at fixed growth temperature of 480 °C, V/III ratio of ∼7,
and growth time of 1 h (growth series (i)). The depicted
micrographs are from arrays with identical mask opening
diameter (d0=80 nm) and pitch (p=0.5 μm). Comparison
amongst the individual arrays shows that in the SAE growth
of InAsSb NWs by MBE the aspect ratio strongly declines
with increasing FFSb, leading to reduced axial and enhanced
lateral growth of the NWs. This trend reproduces very well
many previous observations [12–14, 16–20], and confirms the
anticipated Sb surfactant effect in III–V-Sb based NWs [19,
23–25, 35, 36]. A full quantitative analysis of the depen-
dencies between Sb-flux and corresponding NW aspect ratio
is summarized in table 1 and further shown below in relation
to the different geometrical parameters (d0, p).

Figures 2(g) and (h) depict further larger magnification
SEM images in top view as well as 45° tilted view, to discern
characteristic morphological differences between pure InAs
NWs (g) and ternary InAsSb NWs (h). The InAs NWs exhibit
a characteristic pencil-like shape with an inclined top facet

structure. This type of top facet morphology is typical for
catalyst-free [111]B-oriented InAs NWs grown by MBE from
SiO2 mask openings [31, 37, 38]. From the tilted-view image
we also observe that the InAs NWs tend to nucleate at edge of
the mask opening and, due to rapid vertical growth, do not
overgrow the mask opening laterally, consistent with previous
observations [31, 39]. Close-up view of the pencil-like shape
in figure 2(g) evidences that the tip morphology is highly
asymmetric, with the facets adjacent to the edge of the mask
opening being longer than the facets facing the centre of the
openings. Thus, we believe that the evolution of such asym-
metric pencil-shape stems from slightly different effective
material fluxes on the individual sidewall facets, given the
non-centrosymmetric nucleation site geometry. Alloying InAs
NWs with Sb may still lead to slightly asymmetric NW shape
(see figure 2(h)), likely due to similar off-centered nucleation.
Unlike the case of pure InAs NWs, however, the morphology

Figure 2. (a)–(f) Representative SEM images of periodic InAsSb
NW arrays grown for 1 h with different FFSb ranging from 0% (InAs
NWs) to 10%. Data shown here are for identical mask opening
diameter d0=80 nm and pitch p=0.5 μm, and growth performed
at 480 °C with a V/III ratio of ∼7. The scale bar of 0.5 μm is
identical for all images (a)–(f). The bottom SEM images illustrate the
prevalent crystal orientations in top view (left) and the distinctly
different NW morphologies in 45° tilted view (right) for InAs NWs
(g) and InAsSb NWs (FFSb=2%) (h), respectively. Images in (g),
(h) are taken from arrays with slightly larger mask opening diameter
(d0=110 nm) to demonstrate differences in nucleation and mask
filling behavior between InAs NWs and InAsSb NWs.
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of the Sb-containing NWs remarkably resembles an almost
perfect hexagonal prism. As seen in figure 2(b), even for
small amounts of Sb (e.g. FFSb of 2%) the NWs exhibit
equally long {1-10} sidewall facets throughout the entire
NW. As a result, the top facet appears very flat and is mainly
defined by an extended (111)B plane instead of inclined
facets as in the case of InAs NWs. Although not specifically
discussed before, such perfectly flat top facets are seen also in
other growth studies of catalyst-free InAsSb NWs [8, 12, 17]
and may be ascribed to the Sb surfactant effect. Hereby, under
the influence of Sb the radial growth along the {1-10} facets
is strongly enhanced, and, thus, the inclined planes at the NW
tip (as present for InAs NWs) cannot develop as much,
leaving behind a hexagonally shaped and flat (111)B plane at
the top. Very similar observations were also made previously
in catalyst-free InGaAs NW arrays, where the pencil-like tip
structure and randomness in SiO2 edge-nucleation were sup-
pressed upon increasing the Ga-content [38], producing
overall improved NW-array homogeneity. We note that
despite the flat and well extended (111)B plane at the InAsSb
NW growth front, there are still inclined, yet very small facets
present towards the very edge of the NW top. We will see in
the last section of this work, that these will play a role in
creating a fairly complex radial compositional structure of the
as-grown InAsSb NWs.

Figure 3(a) depicts 2θ–ω HRXRD scans of the periodic
InAsSb NW arrays displayed in figure 2, which allow us to
determine the alloy composition under the different Sb frac-
tional fluxes FFSb. We note that besides the major Si (111)
substrate peak (2θ=28.44°) and the composition-dependent
InAsSb NW peak no other reflections are observed over even
a larger 2θ-angle than depicted here. This directly confirms
the perfect epitaxial relationship between the InAsSb NWs
and Si, described by a coherent orientation of InAsSb [111] ||
Si [111]. As expected the respective InAsSb NW peak
reflection shifts to smaller 2θ-angles with increasing Sb
content, corresponding to an increase in the in-plane lattice
parameter of InAsSb as shown in figure 3(b). To extract the
alloy composition we use Vegards’s law by linearly inter-
polating between the lattice constants of the binary con-
stituents, i.e. InAs and InSb, and assuming that the epitaxial
strain in the NWs is completely relaxed. Hereby, the Sb-
content xSb is defined as the molar fraction of Sb replacing As
atoms on group-V lattice sites. We note that the InAsSb NWs

are not phase pure and contain both WZ and ZB stacking
(particularly for small Sb content), which complicates a pre-
cise extraction of the alloy composition. As a consequence,
we employ Vegard’ law to the limits of phase-pure WZ and
ZB structure (via literature data [40]) and use the mean value
as an estimate for the Sb-content xSb [41]. The maximum
uncertainty in xSb, given by the phase-pure WZ versus ZB
boundary conditions, is thereby ±2.8% (for As-rich InAsSb
NWs) that decreases slightly with increasing Sb content (see
figure 3(b)). This illustrates that the WZ phase h(002) planes
have a slightly smaller in-plane lattice parameter than the
analogous c(111) planes in ZB phase. The mean values for
xSb, are given in figure 3(a) for each HRXRD spectrum as
well as by the solid datapoints in figure 3(b). Since our TEM
investigations below confirm that the fraction of hexagonal
h(002) stacking becomes very small for xSb>20%, we can
describe the InAsSb NWs grown with the highest FFSb of
10% as being mainly ZB, which gives a Sb content as high as
∼28% instead of the underestimating mean value of 25%.

Under these conditions we find that the Sb content scales
nearly linearly with the supplied FFSb for the given array
geometry and within the range of investigated Sb fractional
fluxes. Below we will further illustrate that this scaling law
starts to fail for NW arrays with (i) differing geometrical
parameters (pitch), and (ii) for FFSb larger than 10%.
Figure 3(c) plots the NW aspect ratio as a function of the
mean XRD-measured Sb content xSb, as extracted from a
statistically relevant dataset of the SEM images of figure 2
(see table 1). Clearly, we observe an inverse relationship,
indicating much smaller aspect ratio for increasing xSb. This
behavior directly confirms the prevailing Sb surfactant effect
that becomes more prominent towards higher Sb content
[12–14, 16–20, 23–25]. The data also shows that under the
present growth conditions and array geometry the aspect ratio
drops even below 1, meaning the NWs have much larger
lateral extension than along the vertical growth direction. In
the next section we illustrate how the NW aspect ratio as well
as Sb incorporation behavior can be further tuned by precise
control of the array geometry parameters.

3.2. Dependency on array geometry parameters

One of the most significant effects of the array geometry
parameters on the NW aspect ratio is given by the mask
opening diameter d0. Figure 4 depicts representative SEM

Table 1. Summarized data of NW dimensions (length LNW and diameter DNW) and mean XRD-measured Sb content xSb for different
fractional Sb fluxes (FFSb) and corresponding beam equivalent pressure of Sb2 species as obtained for growth series (i). The length and
diameters are given as mean values (standard deviation) as derived from >20 NWs measured for each sample. The error in the Sb content
represents the maximum uncertainty of the underlying crystal structure, i.e. WZ versus ZB phase.

FFSb (%) BEPSb (mbar) x(Sb) (%) [XRD] LNW (nm) DNW (nm)

0 0 0 704 (±90) 85 (±7)
1 0.3×10−7

— 561 (±146) 92 (±8)
2 0.6×10−7 6 (±2.8) 319 (±30) 93 (±3)
4 1.2×10−7 11 (±2.8) 253 (±6) 100 (±5)
6 1.8×10−7 20 (±2.7) 168 (±11) 109 (±11)
10 3.0×10−7 25 (±2.7) 105 (±4) 145 (±12)
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images of InAsSb NW arrays (p=0.5 μm) for variable d0
(30 nm, 80 nm, 150 nm), shown here for fixed FFSb=2%
and growth conditions as presented in the previous section
(see figure 2). The NW yield in all arrays grown on mask
openings with d0>60 nm exceeds ∼90%, while it is lowered
to ∼50% for openings as small as d0=30 nm (figure 4(a)).

This is most likely due to limiting factors in the EBL litho-
graphy process for size dimensions close to the resolution
limit [42]. Most importantly, the data clearly shows an inverse
dependency between NW aspect ratio and mask opening size,
i.e. the NW aspect ratio increases strongly for growth from
small mask openings. For example, we find an ∼8-fold
increase in the aspect ratio for NWs grown from small
openings (d0=30 nm, figure 4(a)) compared to large open-
ings (d0=150 nm, figure 4(c)). Note, the changes in aspect
ratio are evidenced by both the change in NW diameter and
the inverse response in NW length with mask opening size,
mimicking previously observed behavior in e.g. selective-area
epitaxial GaAs NW arrays [43]. Hence, the inverse length-
diameter dependence points towards an In-diffusion limited
growth of the NWs where adatom diffusion on the sidewall
facets is suppressed [44, 45]—a behavior that is further
aggravated by the Sb surfactant effect as discussed below.

Interestingly, for the InAsSb NWs their diameter is
always larger than the respective value of d0, meaning that the
NWs grow laterally beyond the defined mask opening (see
figure 4). This is in contrast to pure InAs NWs grown under
identical conditions, which exhibit diameters typically smaller
than the mask opening size (at least for d0>80 nm) (com-
pare figures 2(g), (h)). As a result, the morphological evol-
ution of InAs NWs does not follow the same scaling behavior
with mask opening size as InAsSb NWs. Figure 5 plots the
corresponding evolution of NW length, NW diameter and
aspect ratio as a function of the mask opening diameter d0 for
different Sb fluxes (FFSb) in direct comparison to pure InAs
NWs. The data directly shows that the NW diameter of InAs
NWs increases only marginally from ∼75 to ∼120 nm when
tuning d0 from 20 to 150 nm. Likewise, the NW length
remains nearly constant for a large range of d0 (∼80–150 nm)
and increases only for very low d0. Thus, the corresponding

Figure 3. (a) HRXRD 2θ–ω scans recorded from the periodic InAsSb
NW arrays shown in figure 2 for different Sb fractional fluxes
(FFSb). The measured signal is shown in grey while curves in black
are the cumulative peak fits to the data. The dashed line indicates the
measured 2θ-peak position of binary InAs NWs used for linear
interpolation of the actual Sb content xSb from the respective 2θ-peak
positions of the InAsSb NW arrays via Vegard’s law. (b) Dependence
of the extracted Sb content xSb and in-plane lattice contstant a as a
function of FFSb. The error bars account for the uncertainty in Sb-
content under WZ- and ZB-related microstructure, while the data
points give the mean value assuming equal fractions of WZ and ZB
phase. (c) NW aspect ratio as a function of Sb content xSb. Error bars
in aspect ratio stem from the size variation determined by SEM from
>20 NWs/sample.

Figure 4. SEM images of InAsSb NW arrays (FFSb=2%,
pitch=0.5 μm) grown under conditions identical to those of
figure 2, but for different mask opening diameters d0 of 30 nm (a),
80 nm (b) and 150 nm (c). The scale bar of 200 nm is identical for all
images.
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aspect ratio of InAs NWs changes only by a factor of ∼3 over
the entire range of investigated mask opening diameters. This
suggests that the growth dynamics of InAs NWs are mostly
governed by the effective growth conditions rather than the
mask opening size. For comparison, InAsSb NWs grown with
even small FFSb of 2% exhibit much larger dependencies, i.e.
the NW diameter increases from ∼75 to ∼155 nm while the
NW length decreases from ∼600 to ∼150 nm for the

equivalent range of d0 (=20–150 nm). Qualitatively similar
dependencies with strongly increasing diameter and decreas-
ing length are also found for other Sb fluxes, e.g. FFSb=4%
and 6%. Growth at very high FFSb of 10% finally leads to
very short NWs with length of ∼100 nm, where the effects of
mask opening size variation become invisibly small. Still, the
NWs exhibit a significant d0 dependency with diameters
changing from ∼130 to ∼220 nm over the entire range of d0.
The enhanced lateral growth and limited axial growth under
such high FFSb corroborate clearly the underlying Sb sur-
factant effect.

Figure 6 presents the dependence of the NW morphology
on the interwire spacing, exemplified by representative SEM
images for three different pitches p between 0.25 and 1 μm.
The selected InAsSb NW arrays are from the growth sample
with FFSb=2% and fields of fixed mask opening diameter of
d0=80 nm. The images evidence that the NW length
increases slightly and saturates with increasing pitch. Inter-
estingly, the NW diameter remains fairly unchanged over this
relatively wide range of pitch. A more quantitative analysis
was further performed for an even larger range of pitch (up to
2 μm) and for InAsSb NWs with different FFSb, as sum-
marized in figure 7. Here, we confirm that the InAsSb NWs
with FFSb=2% exhibit an overall constant diameter of
∼90 nm and only increase in length from ∼250 to ∼350 nm
from p=0.25 μm to p=1 μm, while the length does not
further increase towards p= 2μm. A similar behavior is also
found for InAsSb NWs grown with even higher FFSb. Despite
the fact that the overall NW diameter increases with FFSb, the
values for each sample are found to be nearly constant within
the experimental error, irrespective of the selected pitch.
Interestingly, the NW length saturates at gradually smaller
pitch the larger the FFSb becomes, leading to completely
constant NW length for the largest FFSb (10%) over the entire
range of investigated pitches. In complete contrast, pure InAs
NWs evidence a continually increasing length (from ∼500 to
∼850 nm) nm from p=0.25 μm to p=2 μm with no
indication of saturation even at the largest pitch. Although
less pronounced, the NW diameter also increases steadily
from ∼70 to ∼90 nm with increasing pitch for InAs NWs.

To illustrate the combined effects of the NW length and
diameter evolution with pitch more universally, we further
plot the calculated volume of the NW (in units of μm3) in
figure 7(c). This allows us to probe the synergistic effects of
surface diffusion and corresponding capture length scales of
adatoms contributing to the effective incorporation and
growth as a function of pitch and FFSb. Hereby, we employ
the descriptions developed recently for various different NW
systems [31, 46–49] which define two essential regimes of
growth governed by the respective length scale differences
between adatom migration on the SiO2 mask layer (lSiO2

) and
the pitch p. For example, if lSiO2

is on the order of or larger
than half of the pitch (lSiO2

>p/2) then adjacent NWs in the
periodic array compete for adatoms leading to a NW volume
that strongly depends on pitch. This regime is commonly
referred to as a rate-limiting materials competition regime
[31, 46–49] and occurs typically for high-density NW arrays,
i.e. small pitch (see figure 7(c)). As expected for this growth

Figure 5. Evolution of NW diameter (a), length (b) and aspect ratio
(c) as a function of the mask opening diameter d0 for InAsSb NWs
grown with different FFSb (0%, 2%, 4%, 6%, 10%). Error bars
reflect the length and diameter dispersion obtained from a
statistically relevant set of SEM measurements, i.e. 60 NWs per
growth field.
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regime, any slight increase in pitch yields a corresponding
increase in the capture area for surface diffusing adatoms per
individual NW, which in turn results in an increasing NW
volume. This behavior is well reproduced for pure InAs NWs
as well as low-Sb content InAsSb NWs (FFSb=1%), where
the NW volume rises steadily at least up to a pitch that well
exceeds p>1 μm (figure 7(c)). In contrast, when the surface
diffusion length lSiO2

is smaller than half the pitch, the NWs
become largely independent of each other and do not compete
for migrating adatoms. Thus, the growth and resulting NW
volume is characterized by a diffusion-limited regime, where
the volume does not change as a function of pitch anymore. In
other words, only the adatoms arriving within a collection
radius of around the NW that is defined by the given surface
diffusion length can participate in the growth, whereas ada-
toms deposited outside the collection region desorb or form
clusters on the SiO2 surface [8]. This type of growth regime is
well observed for all InAsSb NW arrays with larger FFSb,
since the NW volume is fairly constant at least for a wide
range of pitches (∼0.25–2 μm). We note that in our case even
for the largest FFSb hardly any parasitic clusters were found
on the SiO2, suggesting that adatoms outside the NW col-
lection region desorb from the surface.

In general, the cross-over between the two respective
growth regimes, i.e. the critical pitch at which the NW
volume saturates, can be used to estimate the surface diffusion
length lSiO2

under the given growth conditions. Obviously,
the cross-over varies dynamically with the respective FFSb
and shifts towards smaller pitches with increasing FFSb as
indicated by the dashed lines in figure 7(c). For example, for
InAs NWs and low-Sb content InAsSb NWs (FFSb<1%) the
critical pitch occurs in between ∼1 and 2 μm, corresponding
to an equivalent lSiO2

of ∼0.5–1 μm. This value is in good
agreement with previously estimated surface diffusion lengths
of In adatoms on SiO2 masks under comparative growth
conditions [31], suggesting that In adatoms are the primary
species governing the observed growth dynamics due to their
longer migration lengths over group-V species [29, 49, 50].
For higher Sb-content InAsSb NWs, the surface diffusion
length of In adatoms is substantially reduced, e.g. for
FFSb=2% we obtain lSiO2

∼0.3–0.4 μm while for
FFSb>6% lSiO2

is only ∼0.15–0.2 μm, respectively (see
figure 7(c)). This confirms that the presence of Sb strongly
suppresses adatom migration not only on the NW sidewalls as

observed in figure 2, but also markedly on the growth sub-
strate itself.

3.3. Effect of growth parameters on Sb incorporation and
nanowire morphology

To further explore the growth dynamics in periodic InAsSb
NW arrays we investigated the role of different growth
parameters (V/III ratio, temperature, growth time) on the
resulting Sb incorporation behavior and NW morphology
with the aim to develop high aspect ratio NWs with high Sb
content. First, we explore the variation of V/III ratio by
changing the As4 flux under fixed FFSb=2%, growth
temperature of 480 °C and a growth time of 1 h. In particular,
we doubled the V/III ratio from ∼7 (as used so far) to ∼14
(As4-BEP=6×10−6 mbar). According to recent data
obtained for InAs NWs grown under very similar conditions
[51], one expects a corresponding increase in the axial growth
rate with As-flux (i.e. group-V limited regime). However, for
Sb-containing InAs NWs this behavior is very different and
depends further on the mask opening size d0. Most impor-
tantly, for a wide range of d0∼50–150 nm no change in NW
length and diameter is found for arrays grown at V/III∼7
and V/III∼14, respectively (not shown). In other words, the
NW aspect ratio is governed by the mask opening size only
and follows the same trends found in figures 4 and 5, irre-
spective of the V/III ratio. This behavior is similar to
observations by Potts et al [17], who observed only a mea-
surable V/III-ratio dependent change in the NW aspect ratio
at low As4-BEP whereas for As4-BEP>3×10−6 the aspect
ratio tends to saturate. This suggests that in the limit of high
V/III ratio and intermediate to large d0 the Sb surfactant
effect is enhanced, such that growth is occurring rather in a
group-III limited regime in which the aspect ratio remains
unchanged under varying V/III ratio [51]. Surprisingly,
however, for d0<50 nm we find an enhancement in aspect
ratio upon increasing V/III ratio. For example, at d0=
30 nm, arrays with p=0.5 μm and V/III ratio of 14 yield
∼700 nm long NWs while they are only ∼450 nm long for a
V/III∼7, despite comparable NW diameters. As will be
further verified in the next section, the increased axial growth
rate under these conditions is a key parameter to increase
aspect ratio and also Sb incorporation.

Another very interesting dependency is observed by
changing growth temperature. Figure 8 depicts SEM images

Figure 6. SEM images of InAsSb NW arrays (FFSb=2%, d0=80 nm) for three different pitches p of 0.25 μm (a), 0.5 μm (b) and 1 μm (c),
respectively. The scale bar (200 nm) is identical for all images. Growth conditions were again identical to those presented in all other
previous figures.
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of InAsSb NW arrays (p=0.5 μm, d0=80 nm) grown
under fixed conditions (i.e. V/III ratio ∼7, t=1 h,
FFSb=6%) but variable growth temperatures between
480 °C and 540 °C (growth series (ii)). We clearly observe a
characteristic increase in NW length and aspect ratio upon
increasing temperature, i.e. the aspect ratio of ∼1.5 for
InAsSb NW grown at 480 °C rises to >6 for NWs grown at

540 °C (see also table 2). Simultaneously, the NW yield
decreases with increasing temperature as seen in figure 8. In
addition, the relative increase in aspect ratio with temperature
is found to be much more pronounced for smaller mask
openings compared to large openings (not shown). For
example, for d0>100 nm the aspect ratio changes by less
than ∼50% for a temperature increase between 480 °C and
520 °C, while for d0<60 nm it is increased by nearly
∼250% over the same temperature range. We believe that two
effects contribute to the overall increase in aspect ratio with
temperature: first, at higher growth temperature the collection
radius of surface diffusing adatoms on the SiO2 increases,
resulting in an increased effective material supply at the NW
sites. Secondly, surface diffusion on the NW sidewall facets is
enhanced at higher temperature, which leads to a rise in the
axial NW growth rate. In fact, this behavior mimics closely
recent observations seen in both InAs NWs [51] as well as
InAsSb NWs [8, 17] grown by both MBE and MOCVD.

Another important effect to be considered is the inhibi-
tion of the Sb surfactant effect, especially as less Sb may be
incorporated in the limit of high temperature growth. While
the effects of Sb incorporation on growth temperature have
been well established for planar growth [52, 53], relatively
little data exists for InAsSb NWs. A first indication of a
reduced Sb incorporation in InAsSb NWs at higher growth
temperature is noted by Sourribes et al [16] by comparing
growths at two temperatures. Based on this, we provide a
more systematic study of the Sb incorporation over a temp-
erature range of 480 °C–520 °C using HRXRD. Figure 8(e)
shows 2θ–ω HRXRD scans of the InAsSb NW arrays as
displayed in figures 8(a)–(d) for a fixed FFSb=6% and pitch
p=0.5 μm. From the respective InAsSb NW peak reflec-
tions we note that increasing the growth temperature yields
indeed the expected decrease in the Sb content xSb, however,
not in a continuous manner. For example, NW arrays grown
at 480 °C and 500 °C exhibit peak reflections at nearly
identical 2θ-angle, resulting in a xSb of ∼20%–21% (i.e. mean
value under the assumption of mixed ZB/WZ phase). Only
for growth at 520 °C the Sb content starts to drop to
xSb∼15%, while the array grown at 540 °C produced
insufficient XRD signal due to the relatively poor yield. A
further interesting relation is found between the array spacing
and resulting alloy composition when grown at different
temperatures. Figure 8(f) plots HRXRD spectra for InAsSb
NWs grown in arrays of lower pitch p=0.25 μm, but under
otherwise identical conditions as those of figure 8(e)
(p=0.5 μm). Direct comparison evidences that NW arrays
exhibit substantially lower Sb content when the array spacing
is decreased. Specifically, the Sb content was decreased by as
much as ∼5%–6% in arrays with p=0.25 μm, as confirmed
by two sets of InAsSb NW arrays grown at 500 °C and
520 °C. This suggests that the Sb incorporation is not self-
limiting and that it follows the kinetics of growth in the
materials competition regime typical for low to intermediate
array spacings. Thereby, the Sb diffusion on the underlying
SiO2 mask must be sufficiently large as the NWs capture and
incorporate increased amount of Sb when the pitch increases.
We thus assume that the Sb diffusion exceeds p(500 nm)/

Figure 7. Dependence of the NW length (a), diameter (a), and
average volume per NW (c) on the pitch p for InAsSb NWs grown
with different FFSb (0%, 1%, 2%, 3%, 6%, 10%). The dashed lines
in (c) mark the cross-over from the materials competition regime
(lSiO2>p/2) to the diffusion-limited regime (lSiO2<p/2) for
different FFSb.
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2>250 nm, which is reasonable given the ready diffusion
properties of Sb [23, 54] and the higher temperature growth
conditions. This finding demonstrates that accurate control of
the interwire spacing is very critical for the resulting alloy
composition of ternary III–V-Sb NW arrays, and that non-
periodic growth from spatially random positions most likely
produces large fluctuations in composition across the growth
sample [26].

3.4. Structural properties in optimized high-aspect ratio InAsSb
nanowires

Employing the extensive knowledge gained from the growth
kinetics and geometrical array parameter studies, we created
optimized InAsSb NW arrays with high aspect ratio and
sufficiently large Sb incorporation. Hereby, we performed an

additional growth experiment with optimized growth para-
meters using a growth temperature of 520 °C and V/III
ratio=14. The array geometrical parameters were set to
p=0.5 μm and a small mask opening diameter d0=50 nm,
which are key to high-aspect ratio NWs and enhanced Sb
incorporation. Figure 9(a) exemplifies a typical SEM image of
high-aspect ratio InAsSb NWs as obtained for growth using
relatively high FFSb=6% (sample A). For a growth time of
2 h, the NWs on average are ∼1.9 μm long and exhibit a
diameter of ∼135 nm, yielding a high aspect ratio of ∼14.
The corresponding Sb content as measured by HRXRD
amounts to a mean xSb=24% (∼27% assuming ZB-phase).
We suggest that the increased growth rate reduces the Sb
surfactant effect, and thus leads to increased Sb content,
which is in agreement with observations in planar InAsSb
films [55]. In addition, another sample with very high
FFSb=12% (sample B) was grown to investigate the limits
of Sb incorporation under the otherwise same growth condi-
tions. As expected from our previous studies, the average
length decreased to ∼750 nm with an average diameter of
∼150 nm. Despite doubling FFSb, the Sb content for this
sample as measured by HRXRD amounts only to a mean
xSb=28% (∼31% assuming ZB-phase), indicating a satur-
ation of the Sb incorporation under these conditions.

High-resolution (HR-) and STEM was further performed
to characterize the microstructural and compositional prop-
erties of individual NWs. The TEM experiments were per-
formed on NWs transferred from the optimized growth
sample (sample A) onto a carbon-coated copper grid and
probed in a FEI Titan Themis operated at 300 kV. Hereby,
both diffraction patterns and HR-TEM images were recorded
in a 〈110〉 zone axis corresponding to the side facets of the
NWs. For the TEM analysis the size of the selected area

Figure 8. SEM images of InAsSb NW arrays (FFSb=6%, d0=80 nm, p=0.5 μm) grown for 1 h under V/III ratio ∼7 at four different
temperatures of (a) 480 °C, (b) 500 °C, (c) 520 °C, and (d) 540 °C. The scale bar (200 nm) is identical for all images. (e), (f) HRXRD 2θ–ω
scans recorded from periodic InAsSb NW arrays grown under different temperature at fixed FFSb=6% for an array spacing, i.e. pitch of
p=0.5 μm (e), and a pitch of p=0.25 μm (f) for comparison.

Table 2. Growth temperature and pitch dependence on the resulting
NW dimensions (length LNW and diameter DNW) and the mean
XRD-measured Sb content xSb for InAsSb NW arrays grown under
fixed conditions (FFSb=6%, V/III=7, t=1 h, and d0=80 nm).
The average length and diameters as well as their standard deviation
are derived from a statistical SEM analysis of >20 NWs measured
for each sample.

T (°C) Pitch (μm) LNW (nm)
DNW

(nm)
x(Sb)

(%) [XRD]

480 0.5 168 (±11) 99 (±2) 20 (±2.7)
500 0.5 257 (±6) 94 (±2) 21 (±2.7)
500 0.25 240 (±22) 88 (±2) 14 (±2.8)
520 0.5 281 (±21) 96 (±2) 15 (±2.8)
520 0.25 266 (±24) 92 (±3) 10 (±2.8)
540 0.5 597 (±65) 94 (±2) —
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diffraction (SAD) aperture was adjusted to the full length of
the NW to gain representative diffraction pattern information
of the whole NW. Figure 9(b) (left image) illustrates a typical
TEM image obtained from a single NW close to one of the
side facets. The NW exhibits contrast modulations along the
vertical growth axis, which are associated with rotational
twin-plane domains as verified by the higher-resolution TEM
image (figure 9(b), center), the corresponding SAD pattern
(figure 9(b), right) as well as the HR-STEM image in
figure 9(c). In particular, the SAD pattern captures the crystal
structure of the whole NW and shows reflections that are
exclusively assigned to rotational ZB-domains (ZB-a, ZB-b),
marked in blue and red, respectively. For comparison,
reflections marked in white are identical for both types of ZB
domains and do not discriminate between ZB and WZ
structure, e.g. the ZB-(111) reflection is identical to the WZ-
(002) reflection. Furthermore, reflections that are sensitive to
WZ structure (e.g. the 112¯ and 112¯ -type reflections [56])
would be positioned intermittently between ZB-a and ZB-b
reflection pairs, and are found to be absent in the SAD pat-
tern. Based on a statistically relevant analysis of SAD patterns

as well as HR-TEM images taken from multiple NWs, we
never observe WZ phase in these high-Sb content InAsSb
NWs but overall ZB-phase with a large number of rotational
twins. The twin defect density was counted from HR-TEM
images taken at several sections along the same as well as
other NW and amounts to an average of ∼220±60 μm−1.
The longest phase-pure ZB-domain was approximately
∼20 nm, corresponding to ∼54 layers along the (111)-plane.
For comparison, we also examined InAsSb NWs with lower
(xSb=13%) and higher Sb-content (xSb=31%, sample B)
as well as NWs without any Sb, grown under similar condi-
tions (not shown). Both the low and high-Sb-content InAsSb
NWs exhibit qualitatively very similar microstructure, i.e. ZB
phase with rotational twin domains, and a trend towards
reduced twin defect density with increasing Sb-content (e.g.
∼105±20 μm−1 for xSb=31%, sample B). In contrast,
catalyst-free InAs NWs grown under comparable V/III ratio
and temperature are dominated by a WZ-phase with a very
high density of stacking faults [27, 41, 56, 57]. We note that
the phase transition from predominant WZ to ZB phase upon
alloying InAs NWs with Sb mimics closely previously

Figure 9. (a) SEM image of high aspect-ratio InAsSb NWs (sample A: FFSb=6%, xSb=24% (27% under ZB phase)) resulting from
optimized growth conditions (as described in the text) and array geometrical parameters of p=0.5 μm and d0=50 nm. (b) (Left)
Representative TEM micrograph of a single NW from the same array taken in the central part along the growth axis. (Center) High-resolution
TEM micrograph recorded in a region marked by the red box. The alternating stacking between ZB-a (blue) and ZB-b (red) domains is
directly illustrated. (Right) Corresponding SAD pattern evidencing that the NW contains only ZB structure with rotational twin defects
(indexed by ZB-a and ZB-b domains). (c) High-resolution STEM image of a small section of the same InAsSb NW around the vicinity of a
single rotational twin defect recorded along the 〈110〉 zone axis. The schematic of the InAsSb ZB crystal structure illustrates In atoms
(purple) and As/Sb atoms (green) and their ABC stacking, which is mirrored (rotated by 60°) by the twin plane boundary (dashed line).
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observed behavior reported by other groups [13–18], and
confirms the theoretical trend based on the very low ionicity
of the atomic bonds in Sb-containing InAs NWs [21]. Also,
our twin defect density data compares fairly well with those
reported in VS-grown catalyst-free InAsSb NWs in the low-
to-intermediate Sb-content regime (xSb∼10%–25%)
[16, 17]. For higher Sb content, however, only few reports
exist regarding catalyst-free InAsSb NWs, which suggest the
complete suppression of twin defects and formation of phase-
pure ZB InAsSb NWs at threshold Sb content near
xSb∼25% [17]. Our results on the high Sb-content NWs
(xSb∼27% (ZB, sample A) and xSb∼31% (ZB, sample B))
cannot confirm this observation, suggesting that the critical
Sb-content for creating phase-pure ZB InAsSb NWs is not
universal and most likely depends on the growth kinetics (e.g.
temperature, V/III ratio).

Further evidence of isolated twin defects and their atomic
structure are represented in figure 9(c) by the high-resolution
STEM image taken on sample A along the 〈110〉 zone axis,
with the 〈111〉 growth axis pointing upwards. As recorded via
an HAADF (high-angle annular dark field) detector, the
image clearly resolves the individual atomic bilayer rows of
group-V/group-III element dumbbells along the growth
direction. One of the two atom columns of each dumbbell
shows higher contrast and is slightly larger, which indicates
that the respective atomic number (Z) is higher [58]. Since the
fraction of Sb in the NW is ∼27%, the average Z-number of
the As/Sb rows is ∼42 (Z(As)=33, Z(Sb)=51), while that
of In constituents amounts to 49. Therefore, the larger and
brighter atom columns represent the In columns and the
smaller ones the columns of As/Sb, respectively, while we
cannot discriminate between either As or Sb atoms. To better
illustrate this, we overlaid the consecutive atomic bilayers in
the STEM image by the schematic color-coded ZB crystal
structure (see inset) i.e. the larger In atoms are depicted in
purple and smaller group-V constituents (As/Sb atoms) in
green. From this we directly see that the upper atoms of the
bilayer rows are composed of group-V elements (As/Sb),
which confirms that the growth direction of the InAsSb NWs
in the 〈111〉B orientation [58]. The image as well as the
schematic also directly reflect the ZB-type ‘ABCABC’
stacking, whereas an individual twin-plane boundary (marked
by the dashed line) induces a mirror image of the layer
stacking, i.e. ‘C′B′A′C′B′A′’ by a rotation of 60°.

3.5. Compositional structure of SAE-grown InAsSb nanowires

Additional interesting results were obtained from systematic
cross-sectional analysis of the InAsSb NWs, providing
insights into the microscopic compositional structure and
alloy ordering phenomena in the NWs. Hereby, NWs from
sample A as in figure 9 as well as NWs from sample B were
mechanically transferred from the growth substrate to a Pt-
coated Si substrate for FIB preparation of TEM specimen.
Well-aligned NWs were selected in SEM mode (i.e. seven
NW (sample A)/three NWs (sample B) as shown in
figure 10(a)), which were further embedded in ∼200 nm thick
carbon protection layer (deposited by electron beam induced

deposition in a Zeiss NVision 40 FIB-SEM) and a second
protective platinum matrix fabricated by ion beam deposition
at 30 kV, in order to reduce electron and ion beam induced
damage of the sample during FIB preparation. Subsequently,
a FIB-lamella was cut by the Ga-ion beam in a direction
perpendicular to the growth direction of the NWs. The FIB
cut was performed at a position that allows to probe a sta-
tistical variation of cross-sections that originate from either
the middle region or near one end of the NW (see yellow line
in figure 10(a)). The prepared lamellas have a thickness of
∼100 nm, and sections of the main regions of interest are
shown by the low-magnification STEM-HAADF (high-angle
annular dark field) images in figure 10(a) for the two samples,
respectively. The images, recorded along the [111] zone axis,
clearly illustrate the hexagonal cross-sections of the different
NWs and further shows the protective layers surrounding
the NWs.

Figure 10(b) presents image-contrast enhanced, high-
resolution STEM-HAADF (Z-contrast) images of selected
cross-sections obtained from two representative NWs of
sample A and sample B, respectively. Interestingly, all the
depicted images evidence a non-uniform InAsSb alloy dis-
tribution due to slight variations in Z-contrast in the radial
direction. In particular, they exhibit an unintentional core–
shell like structure characterized by a core and shell (bright
contrast) which are separated by a faint coaxial boundary
layer and six bands along the {11-2} corner facets in slightly
darker contrast. Obviously, the formation of the core–shell
like structure and the respective dimensions of the individual
layers depend sensitively on the position along the NW axis at
which the cross-section was fabricated. For example, in NW-
A#7 (cut very close to NW bottom) the core is smaller in size
while it is more extended in NW-A#1 (cut closer to NW
center). Analogous behavior is also found in NWs from
sample B, e.g. NW-B#1 cut towards the NW tip exhibits a
very extended core, whereas its size is reduced when cut near
the NW center (NW-B#2). A striking feature of the core–
shell structure is that the radial evolution in alloy composition
is not continuous, but is obviously disrupted by a dis-
continuous coaxial boundary layer, at which the six corner
bands emerge and propagate to the surface. We note that
similar observations of such an unintentional core–shell
structure were made in several other ternary III–V NW sys-
tems (including InAsSb NWs [17]), primarily though in NWs
grown by the VLS growth mode [59–63]. In the case of VLS-
grown NWs, it is argued that the unintentional shell forms due
to parasitic VS growth concurrently to the dominant axial
VLS growth [59–63], resulting in an alloy composition dif-
ferent than in the core.

To closely identify the nature of the compositional
structure for the present catalyst-free InAsSb NWs, which are
grown entirely in a VS-regime, we performed correlated
chemical analysis of the alloy composition using EDXS.
Corresponding EDXS elemental maps of the group-V species
(As, Sb) are depicted in figure 10(c), as recorded from
representative regions of interest of the two specific NW
cross-sections (marked by boxes in figure 10(b)). The maps
clearly confirm that the core–shell like structure and the
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additional stripe features/bands at the corner facets arise from
non-uniformities in the molar fractions of As and Sb species.
For accurate determination of the Sb molar fraction in every
region of interest, we corrected for systematic quantification
errors (especially different absorption of the As-K peaks at
higher energies compared to the In-L and Sb-L peaks at lower
energies) by normalizing the ratio of group III elements to
group V elements to 50:50. Using this correction, quantitative
EDXS analysis performed on a section of NW-A#7

demonstrates that the outer shell exhibits the highest Sb-
content with xSb∼21%, the inner core shows an intermediate
xSb∼16%, whereas the Sb-content is lowest in the ∼3–4 nm
thin coaxial layer and the six bands along the corner facets,
i.e. xSb∼14% on average. Similar quantitative behavior
given by a high Sb-content shell, an intermediate Sb-content
core and low xSb in the boundary layers is also found for NW-
B#2, although the Sb-deficiency in the coaxial layer is less
pronounced. We note that on average the EDXS-measured

Figure 10. (a) SEM images of InAsSb NWs (sample A same as in figure 9; sample B same growth conditions as sample A but doubled FFSb)
transferred to a Pt-coated Si substrate from which ∼100 nm thick lamellas were cut perpendicular to the NW axis (yellow line) on a set of
seven/three well-aligned NWs using FIB. Low-resolution STEM-HAADF overview images of the individual FIB-cut lamellas, showing the
cross-sections of the seven/three NWs next to each other along the [111] projection, respectively. The cut ratio is determined from the SEM
images by relating the position of the FIB cut to the total length of each nanowire. (b) Contrast-enhanced high-resolution STEM-HAADF
images of selected NWs evidencing the formation of an unintentional core–shell structure; i.e. a Sb-deficient hexagonal ring inside each NW
in conjunction with Sb-deficient stripes along 〈11-2〉 between the corners of the inner hexagon and the corners of the NW surface. The core–
shell ratio is determined by the fraction of the diameter of the inner hexagon (minus mask opening diameter d0) and the diameter of the whole
nanowire (minus d0). (c) Corresponding EDXS maps on the selected NWs from representative regions of interest (marked by yellow boxes in
(b)), illustrating the radial compositional distribution of group-V elements (As/Sb). The Sb molar fraction (xSb) as determined by EDXS
quantification of specific areas of interest (outlined in red) of the core–shell structure are noted outside the maps in red. In both samples, we
observe a clear increase of xSb in the shell compared to the inner core and a distinct Sb-deficiency at the interface between core and shell and
along the 〈11-2〉 corner directions.
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Sb-content is generally lower than that determined by
HRXRD. We attribute this deviation to the challenging EDXS
signal fitting [64] of the partially overlapping characteristic
L-α and L-β lines of In and Sb.

To explain the observed compositional structure, we
discuss in the following considerations based on existing
literature as well as propose a hitherto undiscussed model
scenario for the decomposition of ternary III–V NWs into the
unintentional core–shell structure. For III-As-Sb ternary NWs
it is commonly assumed that due to the different chemical
potentials of the major {1-10} sidewall and minor {11-2}
corner facets, As and Sb adatoms tend to diffuse towards the
{1-10} facets [65, 66]. Since the Sb diffusion length is gen-
erally larger than that of As [23, 54, 67, 68], the six {11-2}
corner facets at the intersection of the {1-10} sidewalls form
Sb-deficient bands, resulting in Sb-antisegregation layers
[17, 62]. In contrast, the formation of the discontinuous
boundary layer has remained puzzling. Previous studies have
dismissed the dark boundaries in STEM-HAADF images as
artefacts due to strain between core and shell [17]. Our EDXS
maps, however, clearly show that these boundary regions
actually stem from a real depletion in Sb-content. Like for the
six {11-2} corner facets, the systematically lower Sb-content
in the coaxial boundary layer, hints thus to the presence of
additional crystallo-graphic growth facets and corresponding
anisotropies in adatom diffusion and bonding preferences
[69, 70]. Actually, the discontinuous coaxial boundary layer
seems to be universally occurring in many continuously-
grown ternary NW materials, including AlGaAs [71], InGaAs
[61], GaAsSb [61], InAsSb [17], and GaAsP [63] NWs.
Recently, de Lepinau et al [63] explored several different
factors that may originate in the distinct coaxial boundary
layer (such as e.g. local strain, growth kinetics, growth flux
geometry, segregation at triple phase line in droplet-induced
NW growth, etc)—however, so far, no conclusive statement
about the origins could be made.

We propose that, similar to the {11-2} corner stripes, the
occurrence of the thin Sb-deficient coaxial boundary layer can
be explained via a nanoscale facet that forms at the corner of
the intersection between the (-1-1-1) top facet and the {1-10}
side wall facets. Indeed, we can directly test this hypothesis
by correlating the position of the FIB-cut with the position of
the coaxial boundary layer. By assuming the top (-1-1-1) facet
and (1-10) side wall growth rate to be approximately constant
during NW growth, we can model the position of the
boundary layer to be linearly dependent on the position along
the NW (figure 10(b)). In this model, when looking at a cross-
section close to the nucleation site, the diameter of the inner
hexagonal core should be closely related to the initial mask
opening diameter d0 and propagate outwards the closer the cut
gets toward the other end of the NW. In case the model is a
good approximation for the growth behavior, the ‘cut ratio’(as
calculated by taking the ratio of the position of the cut to the
total NW length) and the ‘core–shell ratio’ (as calculated by
(dBL− d0)/(dNW− d0), with dBL being the diameter of the
boundary layer and dNW the diameter of the total NW) should
be strongly correlated. Indeed, the results of these calculations
match very closely within the experimental errors given by

measurement uncertainties (e.g. due to slight core–shell
asymmetries) and statistical size fluctuations of d0 (see
figures 10(a), (b)). We suggest that the coincidence between
calculated and measured data could be even further improved
when the core–shell structure is perfectly symmetric.

In order to further illustrate the origin of the boundary
layer, we investigated the intersection of the top facet with the
sidewall facets by imaging with STEM in 〈11-2〉 zone axis
(figure 11(a)). Hereby, we observe truncations at the corners
with angles around∼50–53°. By looking at an atomistic model
of the ZB crystal in this zone axis (figure 11(b)) we try to
identify low index facets which could be associated with the
truncation and, therefore, the origin for the hexagonal Sb-
depletion boundary layer. Of the several investigated facets, i.e.
(0-2-1), (1-7-3), (1-5-2) and (1-3-1), the theoretical angle of
50.8° between the top (-1-1-1) and truncated (1-5-2) facet
matches our observations most closely. However, based on the
large measurement error of ±5° due to image resolution, we
cannot unambiguously exclude the other possibilities and
hence the exact facet is difficult to pin down. Further growth
studies are required which tune the extension of the nano-facet

Figure 11. (a) Low resolution STEM-HAADF image of InAsSb
NWs (sample A as in figures 9 and 10) with magnified view of the
top end segment. At the intersection of the (-1-1-1) top facet and the
(1-10) side facets, nanoscale truncations are observed and the
truncation angle determined to be ∼50° on one side and ∼53° on the
other side (uncertainty of about ±5° due to low resolution). (b) Cut-
away atomic model of the ZB crystal, oriented in a geometry
corresponding to the InAsSb NW direction. Several low index facets
nearby the observed truncations are delineated. The theoretical angle
of 50.8° for the (1-5-2) facet best fits our observations, although the
occurrence of other nearby facets like (1-3-1) or (1-7-3) cannot be
completely ruled out due to uncertainty.
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and, thereby, enable a more solid definition of its exact
orientation. Such enhancement of the nano-facet or even its
suppression for more homogeneous composition is likely
possible by adjusting Sb content and growth kinetic parameters
(e.g. V/III ratio and temperature) in order to reduce or increase
adatom surface diffusion mobility, respectively.

4. Summary

In summary, we systematically investigated the selective area
VS MBE of periodic InAsSb NW arrays on SiO2-templated
(111) Si substrates with respect to growth conditions and mask
geometry. We find that the Sb-surfactant mediated suppression
of the NW aspect ratio upon increasing Sb supply can be
mitigated by decreasing the mask opening diameter, whereas the
pitch is found to have a considerable influence on the Sb
incorporation behavior. We further find a strong influence of the
V/III ratio and the growth temperature on the morphology and
Sb-content of our NWs where optimized growth conditions with
V/III∼14 and T∼520 °C yield relatively high Sb-content,
high aspect ratio NWs. Correlated structural and compositional
investigations evidenced the formation of an unintentional core–
shell structure with a Sb-depleted radial boundary layer together
with Sb-depleted corner stripes which propagate outwards as
growth proceeds from the SiO2 mask opening towards the final
NW growth tip. The complex compositional structure is found to
be the result of nanoscale facets at the interfaces of the dominant
crystal facets composing the NW. Analysis of the truncation
angles of the nano-facets provides further possible candidate
low-index facets responsible for the decomposition of the
InAsSb NWs into the unintentional core–shell structure.
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